BEST FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

It's All Gone Pete Tong
Elizabeth Yake, Kim Roberts, Allan Niblo,
James Richardson, Rupert Preston, Rob Morgan - Producers

NOMINEES

Desolation Sound
Mary Anne Waterhouse, Tim Gamble,
Michael Shepard, Scott Weber - Producers

Dragons: Fire & Ice
Jonathon Goodwill, Delna Bhesania, Barry Ward, Darren Battersby,
Cathy Schoch, Vic Bertrand, Tim Wills, Andrew Witkin - Producers

Ill Fated
Andre Garrison, Mark A. Lewis,
Kulchera Matson, Paul Armstrong, Rob Neilson - Producers

The Love Crimes of Gillian Guess
Hugh Beard, Debra Beard, John Ritchie, Rob Bromley - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Mark A. Lewis
Ill Fated

NOMINEES

Micheal Bafaro
11:11

Scott Weber
Desolation Sound

Craig Wilson, Keith Ingham
Dragons: Fire & Ice
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BEST SCREENWRITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Mark A. Lewis, John Callander
Ill Fated

NOMINEES

Glynis Davies
Desolation Sound

Dennis Foon, Bob Forward
Dragons: Fire & Ice

A. Fraser
The Love Crimes of Gillian Guess
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Randal Platt
Desolation Sound

NOMINEES

John Drake
11:11

Pieter Stathis
Ill Fated

Laszlo George
Lies Like Truth

Danny Nowak
The Love Crimes of Gillian Guess
BEST PICTURE EDITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Allan Lee
Earthsea

NOMINEES

Roger Mattuissi
Desolation Sound

Tony Dean Smith
Everyone

Rob Neilson
Ill Fated

Karen Porter
The Love Crimes of Gillian Guess
BEST VISUAL EFFECTS
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Lee Wilson, Sebastien Bergeron,
Eric Grenandier, Earl Paraszczynec, Chris Lasko
Earthsea

NOMINEES

Adam Stern, Stuart McRae, Jason Nystrom
The Love Crimes of Gillian Guess
BEST OVERALL SOUND
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Greg Stewart, Michael Thomas, Tony Gort
It's All Gone Pete Tong

NOMINEES

James Kusan, Paul Sharpe, Anke Bakker, Iain Pattison, Mark Klausmayer
Desolation Sound

Lindsay Bucknell, Paul Sharpe, Ian Pattison, Anke Bakker
Earthsea

Ken Cade
Pursued

Brent Marchenski, Dean Giammarco, Bill Sheppard, Kerry Uchida
The Love Crimes of Gillian Guess
BEST SOUND EDITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Roger Morris, Chester Bialowas,
Rick Senechal, Don Harrison, Ian Mackie
It's All Gone Pete Tong

NOMINEES

Philip Hunter, Mike Paprocki,
Jay Cheetham, Dario Di Santo, Anke Bakker
Desolation Sound

Kris Fenske, Devan Krausar, Kirby Jinnah
Earthsea

Paul Ruskay, Rob Plotnikoff, Greg Sabitz
Ill Fated

Christine McLeod, Jon Ludgate,
Robert Hunter, Maureen Murphy, Kerry Uchida
The Love Crimes of Gillian Guess
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Graeme Coleman
Desolation Sound

NOMINEES

Peter Allen
11:11

Ari Wise, Brian Carson
Dragons: Fire & Ice

Michael Neilson
Ill Fated

Michael Richard Plowman, Christopher Nickel
Loaded Dice
BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Michael Joy, Shirley Inget, Ross Dempster
Earthsea

NOMINEES

Phil Schmidt
Pursued
BEST COSTUME DESIGN
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Nancy Bryant
Earthsea

NOMINEES

Andrea Des Roches
Ill Fated
BEST MAKE-UP FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Dana Hamel
Earthsea

NOMINEES

Bill Terzsakis, Brenda Bakker, Calla Syna Dool
Marker
BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A MALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Chris Gauthier
Earthsea

NOMINEES

Ian Tracey
Desolation Sound

Mark Hildreth
Earthsea

Brendan Fletcher
Everyone

John Callander
Ill Fated
BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Jessica Amlee
The Love Crimes of Gillian Guess

NOMINEES

Francoise Yip
Beachcombers Christmas

Glynis Davies
Desolation Sound

Emily Hirst
Desolation Sound

Susan Hogan
Marker
BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A MALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Paul Campbell
Ill Fated

NOMINEES

Mark Hildreth
Everyone

Matt Fentiman
Everyone

Jonathon Cherry
Marker
BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

Helene Joy
Desolation Sound

NOMINEES

Sarah Strange
Dark Arc

Kristin Kreuk
Earthsea

Nicki Clyne
Ill Fated

Iris Graham
Marker
BEST DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

The Collector
Larry Sugar, Jon Cooksey, Ali Marie Matheson - Producers

NOMINEES

Godiva's
Julia Keatley, Michael MacLennan, Gigi Boyd - Producers

Robson Arms
Brian Hamilton, Gary Harvey, Susin Nielsen - Producers

Stargate Atlantis
Brad Wright, Robert C. Cooper, N. John Smith,
Michael Greenburg, Martin Wood, Joe Mallozzi, Paul Mullie - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

J. B. Sugar
The Collector - The Historian

NOMINEES

James Genn
Robson Arms - The Tell Tale Latex

Peter DeLuise
Stargate Atlantis - Defiant One

Brad Turner
The Collector - The Children's Book Writer

Larry Sugar
The Collector - The Ripper

Michael Robison
The Collector - The Tattoo Artist
BEST SCREENWRITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Jesse McKeown
Robson Arms - The Tell Tale Latex

NOMINEES

Michael MacLennan
Godiva's - Begin It Now

Peter DeLuise
Stargate Atlantis - Defiant One

Peter DeLuise
Stargate SG-1 - Affinity

Jon Cooksey, Ali Marie Matheson
The Collector - The Mother
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Henry Chan
The Collector - The Historian

NOMINEES

Kamal Derkaoui
Robson Arms - Aftershock

Glen Winter
Smallville - Memoria

Jim Menard
Stargate SG-1 - It's Good to be King

Henry Chan
The Collector - The Mother
BEST PICTURE EDITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Daria Ellerman
The Collector - The Dreamer

NOMINEES

Mike Banas
Godiva's - Begin It Now

Jeremy Presner
Stargate Atlantis - The Eye

Lisa Jane Robison
The L Word - Limb from Limb

Daria Ellerman
The Collector - The Campaign Manager

Scott Summersgill
The Collector - The Mother
BEST VISUAL EFFECTS
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Mark Breakspear, Bruce Woloshyn,
Dan Mayer, Simon Ager, Tara Conley
Stargate Atlantis - The Eye

NOMINEES

Bruce Turner, Simon Lacey,
Grant Lindsay, Ben Funk, Nikolai Michaleski
Gene Roddenberry's Andromeda - Dissonant Interval

Turner, Simon Lacey, Grant Lindsay,
Ben Funk, Nikolai Michaleski
Gene Roddenberry's Andromeda - Through a Glass Darkly

Michelle Comens, James Rorick,
Krista McLean, Brett Keyes, Brian Harder
Stargate SG-1 - Reckoning Part 2

Steve Hodgson, Rosmary Conte,
Abel Milanes, Paul Furminger, Jordan Benwick
The Collector - The Historian
BEST OVERALL SOUND
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Mark Hensley, Craig Stauffer, Greg Stewart, Stephen Cheung
The Collector - The Historian

NOMINEES

Jeff Jackman, Mike Thomas, Roger Morris, Gordon Anderson
Gene Roddenberry's Andromeda - Dissonant Interval

Gordon Hillier, David Hibbert, Kevin Sands
Stargate Atlantis - The Storm

Tony Gort, Greg Stewart, Michael Thomas, Roger Morris
The L Word - Limb from Limb
BEST SOUND EDITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Mark Hensley, Stephen Cheung, Ian Emberton, Chester Bialowas
The Collector - The Historian

NOMINEES

Jeff Jackman, Chester Bialowas, Roger Morris
Gene Roddenberry's Andromeda - Dissonant Interval

Roger Morris, Tony Gort
The L Word - Limb from Limb

Mark Hensley, Stephen Cheung, Ian Emberton, Chester Bialowas
The Collector - The Tour Guide
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Michael Richard Plowman
The Collector - The Historian

NOMINEES

James Jandrisch
Godiva's - Begin It Now

Michael Richard Plowman
The Collector - The 1348
BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Troy Hansen
The Collector - The Tattoo Artist

NOMINEES

Grant Pearse
Robson Arms - Eyes of Grandma Tan

David Willson
Smallville - Memoria

Bridget McGuire, Thom Wells, James Robbins,
Peter Bodnarus, Mark Davidson, Robert Davidson
Stargate Atlantis - Rising Part 1
BEST COSTUME DESIGN
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Christine Mooney
Stargate SG-1 - Moebius Part 2

NOMINEES

Caroline Cranstoun
Smallville - Spell

Christine Mooney
Stargate SG-1 - It’s Good to be King

Vicky Mulholland
The Collector - The Cowboy
BEST MAKE-UP
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Natalie Cosco
Smallville - Scare

NOMINEES

Leslie Graham
The Collector - The Dreamer

Leslie Graham
The Collector - The Tattoo Artist
BEST GUEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Ben Ratner
The Collector - The Comic

NOMINEES

Colin Foo
Robson Arms - The Lonely Passion of Mr. Tam

Colin Cunningham
The Collector - Beginnings

Kevin Durand
The Collector - The Tour Guide

Shawn MacDonald
The Collector - The Children’s Book Writer
BEST GUEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Thea Gill
The Collector - The Mother

NOMINEES

Gabrielle Miller
Robson Arms - The Tell Tale Latex

Christine Chatelain
The Collector - The Superhero

Diana Pavlovska
The Collector - The Historian
BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Matthew Currie Holmes
Godiva's - The Hungry Ghost

NOMINEES

Rick Tae
Godiva's - Masters of Delusion

David Nykl
Stargate Atlantis - The Storm

Paul McGillion
Stargate Atlantis - Poisoning the Well

Tom McBeath
Stargate SG-1 - It's Good to be King
BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Sonya Salomaa
The Collector - The Tattoo Artist

NOMINEES

Sonja Bennett
Godiva's - Having Her Cake

Alisen Down
Robson Arms - Hair Piece of Mind

Allison Hossack
Stargate Atlantis - Poisoning the Well
BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

John Cassini
Robson Arms - Aftershock

NOMINEES

Michael Shanks
Stargate SG-1 - Threads

Chris Kramer
The Collector - The Historian
BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Amanda Tapping
Stargate SG-1 - Threads

NOMINEES

Erin Karpluk
Godiva's - Begin It Now
BEST SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Milo 55160
Matthew Cervi - Producer

NOMINEES

Just Smile & Nod
Cheryl Lee Fast, Raymond Massey - Producers

Man Feel Pain
Wendy Russell, Brad Dryborough, Kris Elgstrand, Dylan Akio Smith - Producers

Reflection
Derick Cobden - Producer

The Road That Binds Us
Mikil Lee Rullman, Ki Wight - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Matt Sinclair-Foreman
White Out

NOMINEES

Niall MacNeill Richardson, Alec MacNeill Richardson
Flush

Dylan Akio Smith
Man Feel Pain

Tony Dean Smith
Reflection

Caroline Coutts
The Beast of Dulle Griet
BEST SCREENWRITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Kris Elgstrand
Man Feel Pain

NOMINEES

Alec MacNeill Richardson
Flush

Caroline Coutts
The Beast of Dulle Griet

Mikil Lee Rullman
The Road That Binds Us

Abigail Kinch, Matt Sinclair-Foreman
White Out
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Gregory Middleton
White Out

NOMINEES

Cliff Hokanson
Flush

Dylan Akio Smith
Man Feel Pain

James Liston
My Old Man

James Liston
Reflection
BEST PICTURE EDITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Mark Lemmon
The Road That Binds Us

NOMINEES

Jamie Alain
Changing Rooms

James Wallace, Robert Zaitzow, Andrea Klipp
Drive

Alec MacNeill Richardson
Flush
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Paul Ruskay
The Road That Binds Us

NOMINEES

Jeff Tymoschuk
Flush

Michael Richard Plowman
My Old Man

Michael Richard Plowman
Road Kill

Tygh Runyan
White Out
BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Maurice Woodworth
The Beast of Dulle Griet

NOMINEES

Alex Levine, Tobias Slezak
My Old Man
BEST COSTUME DESIGN
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Julia Vidakovic
The Beast of Dulle Griet

NOMINEES

Isabelle Ozanik
My Old Man
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BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Ryan Robbins
Man Feel Pain

NOMINEES

John Tench
Drive

Colin Foo
Just Smile & Nod

Michael Ryan
Reflection

Darren Moore
The One Shot
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Gwynyth Walsh
Flush

NOMINEES

Lynda Boyd
Reflection
BEST DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES
ARTS/PERFORMING ARTS

WINNER

Prisoners of Age
Stan Feingold, Blair Reekie - Producers

NOMINEES

Drawing Out the Demons
Trish Dolman, Stephanie Symns, David Vaisbord - Producers

Hong Kong Express: The Fast Track to Fame and Fortune
Shan Tam, Michael Parker, Eunice Lee - Producers

Weird Sex and Snowshoes
Gabriela Schonbach - Producer
BEST DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES
HISTORY/BIOGRAPHY/SOCIAL

WINNER

Call Me Average
Trevor Hodgson, David Paperny - Producers

NOMINEES

100% Woman
Diana Wilson - Producer

Scared Sacred
Tracey Friesen, Cari Green - Producers

The Ties that Bind
Tracey Friesen, Rob Bromley - Producers

Woodward's: The Competition
Carolyn Schmidt, Robert Duncan - Producers
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BEST DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES
NATURE/SCIENCE/ADVENTURE

WINNER

Being Caribou
Tracey Friesen, Rina Fraticelli - Producers

NOMINEES

Arktika
Gary Marcuse, Betsy Carson - Producers

Call It Karma
Geoff Browne, Michael Parker, Shan Tam - Producers

Light: More than Meets the Eye
Michaelin McDermott, Christian Bruyere - Producers

Smarter Than the Rest of Us
Carolyn Schmidt, Janice Brown - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Stan Feingold
Prisoners of Age

NOMINEES

Leanne Allison, Diana Wilson
Being Caribou

James Dunnison
Call Me Average

Velcrow Ripper
Scared Sacred

John Ritchie
The Ties that Bind
BEST SCREENWRITING
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Robert Duncan
Smarter Than the Rest of Us

NOMINEES

Leanne Allison, Diana Wilson
Being Caribou

Ken Craw
Ben Johnson, Drugs & the Quest for Gold

Velcrow Ripper
Scared Sacred

Robert Duncan
Woodward’s: The Competition
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Brian Johnson
Prisoners of Age

NOMINEES

Kirk Tougas
Arktika

Leanne Allison
Being Caribou

Bill Morrison
Call Me Average

Max Lindenthaler, Dr. Tomas Tomascik
Gwaii Haanas: From Earth to Ocean
BEST PICTURE EDITING
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Janice Brown
Woodward's: The Competition

NOMINEES

Heather Frise, Bonni Devlin
100% Woman

Jeanne Slater
Call Me Average

Jeanne Slater
Drawing Out the Demons

Bob Landy
Victory 1945
BEST OVERALL SOUND DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Gael MacLean, Gashtaseb Ariana, Leanne Allison, Karster Heuer
Being Caribou

NOMINEES

Brent Marchenski, Ewan Deane
Ben Johnson, Drugs & the Quest for Gold

Ewan Dean, Patrick Brereton
College Days, College Nights

Ewan Deane, Brent Calkin
Drawing Out the Demons

Velcrow Ripper, Gashtaseb Ariana, Gordon Durity
Scared Sacred
BEST SOUND EDITING
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

J. Martin Taylor
Prisoners of Age

NOMINEES

Dennis Burke, Pat Haskill, Christine McLeod
100% Woman

Christine McLeod, Ewan Deane,
Jonny Ludgate, Maureen Murphy, Rob Hunter
Drawing Out the Demons

Velcrow Ripper, Gordon Durity,
Andre Iwanchuk, Michael P. Keeping, Glen Noseworthy
Scared Sacred
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

John Korsrud
Prisoners of Age

NOMINEES

Dennis Burke
Being Caribou

John Korsrud
Drawing Out the Demons

John Sereda
Smarter Than the Rest of Us

Don MacDonald
The Life and Times of Arthur Erickson
BEST NEWS PACKAGE

WINNER

Global National with Kevin Newman
Kevin Newman, George Browne, Doriana Temolo - Producers

NOMINEES

CityPulse News
Susan Lee - Producer

CTV News at 6
Tom Walters, Joan Marshall, Ethan Faber, Charles Wright, Jim Peters - Producers
BEST ANCHOR(S)
NEWS PACKAGE

WINNER

Kevin Newman
Global National with Kevin Newman

NOMINEES

Ian Hanomansing, Gloria Macarenko
CBC News: Canada Now

Simi Sara, Roger Petersen
CityPulse News
BEST INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

The Creative Native
Tamara Bell, Karen Lam, Karen Wong - Producers

NOMINEES

New Classics with Chef Rob Feenie
David Paperny - Producer

The Leading Edge: Innovation in BC
David Billman - Producer

The Shopping Bags
Anna Wallner, Kristina Matisic, John Ritchie
Heather Hawthorn-Doyle, Hugh Beard - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Joanne Braithwaite
The Shopping Bags - Episode 91

NOMINEES

Nijole Kuzmickas
New Classics with Chef Rob Feenie - New York, NY

Mary Bissell, Bruce Mohun
The Leading Edge: Innovation in BC - Episode 2

Mary Bissell, Bruce Mohun
The Leading Edge: Innovation in BC - Episode 4

Brad Quenville
The Shopping Bags - Episode 96
BEST HOST(S)
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Anna Wallner, Kristina Matisic
The Shopping Bags

NOMINEES

Rob Feenie
New Classics with Chef Rob Feenie
BEST LIFESTYLE SERIES

WINNER

969
Catherine Petersen, Vicki Dalziel - Producers

NOMINEES

Love It or Lose It
Blair Reekie, Stan Feingold, David Berenbaum - Producers

Tai Chi
Shirley Cole, Johnny Michel - Producers

Venturing Forth
Brenda Chambers - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
LIFESTYLE SERIES

WINNER

Lawrence McDonald
Love It or Lose It - Great Expectations

NOMINEES

Jon Rosenbaum
Love It or Lose It - Bonny’s Boudoir

Lawrence McDonald
Tai Chi - Episode 2-024
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BEST HOST(S)  
LIFESTYLE SERIES

WINNER

Brian Adler  
969

NOMINEES

Riaz Meghji  
969

Tamara Taggart  
Love It or Lose It

Grandmaster Shou Yu Liang, Helen Liang  
Tai Chi
BEST TALK SERIES

WINNER

Urban Rush
Fiona Forbes, Michael Eckford, Carmen Salerno, George Lacny, Samuel Charles, Marlene Gurvich, Lisa MacFarlane - Producers

NOMINEES

Still Talking Hockey with Ian Hanomansing
Scott Moore - Producer

Vicki Gabereau
Jordan Schwartz, Cynthia Ott, Mark Fuller, Erin Redden, Jonathan Roth, Jessica Samuels, Reshaad Ali - Producers
BEST HOST(S)
TALK SERIES

WINNER

Fiona Forbes, Michael Eckford
Urban Rush

NOMINEES

Ian Hanomansing
Still Talking Hockey with Ian Hanomansing

Vicki Gabereau
Vicki Gabereau
BEST MUSIC, COMEDY OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Corner Gas
Brent Butt, David Storey - Producers

NOMINEES

Center Stage: The Best of Aboriginal Music
Delores Smith, Douglas Proulx - Producers

ZeD Prime Trax
McLean Mashingaidze-Greaves, Sudha Krishna, Lara Fitzgerald - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
MUSIC, COMEDY OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

David Storey
Corner Gas - I Love Lacey

NOMINEES

Mark Lawrence
ZeD - CD Launch Party
BEST SCREENWRITING
MUSIC, COMEDY OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Brent Butt, Andrew Carr
Corner Gas - Face Off

NOMINEES

Peter Alexander
ZeD - Space
BEST PICTURE EDITING
MUSIC, COMEDY OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Peter Steel, Scott Winlaw, Jessica McKee, Bruce Smith
ZeD Prime Trax

NOMINEES

Peter Steel, Scott Winlaw, Bruce Smith
ZeD - CD Launch Party
BEST OVERALL SOUND
MUSIC, COMEDY OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Derek Bird, Gary Morgan
Easter Sunrise Celebration

NOMINEES

Jon Siddall, Peter Cracknell, Gary Morgan, Clive Bottomley
ZeD Prime Trax
BEST PERFORMANCE OR HOST(S)
MUSIC, COMEDY OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Gabrielle Miller
Corner Gas - Face Off

NOMINEES

Brent Butt
Corner Gas - Face Off

Fred Ewanuick
Corner Gas - Cell Phone

Janet Wright
Corner Gas - Ruby Reborn

Nancy Robertson
Corner Gas - Face Off
BEST ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Being Ian
Blair Peters, Chris Bartleman, Kathy Antonsen-Rocchio - Producers

NOMINEES

Popeye's Voyage: The Quest for Pappy
Barbara Zelinski, Gio Corsi - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Andy Bartlett
Being Ian - Links for Love

NOMINEES

Glen Lovett
Atomic Betty - Atomic Roger

Mauro Casalese
Atomic Betty - Furball for the Sneeze

Josh Mepham
Being Ian - The Kelly Boys & the Mysterious Lighthouse Mystery

Ezekiel Norton
Popeye's Voyage: The Quest for Pappy
BEST SCREENWRITING
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Dennis Heaton
Being Ian - The Greatest Story Never Told

NOMINEES

Jono Howard
Atomic Betty - Atomic Roger

Mike Kubat
Atomic Betty - Spindly Tam Kanushu
BEST OVERALL SOUND
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Marcel Duperreault, Todd Araki, Jason Fredrickson, Kirk Furniss
Popeye's Voyage: The Quest for Pappy

NOMINEES

Marcel Duperreault, Todd Araki, Jason Fredrickson, Kirk Furniss
Being Ian - The Greatest Story Never Told
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER
Patric Caird
Ed Edd'n Eddy

NOMINEES
Michael Richard Plowman
Reader Rabbit
BEST YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Edgemont
Ian Weir, Michael Chechik - Producers

NOMINEES

Dogs in Concert
Selwyn Jacob, Rina Fraticelli - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

William Gereghty
Edgemont - Never Play Poker With A Man Named Doc

NOMINEES

Anthony Atkins
Edgemont - The Morning After the Night Before

Gary Harvey
Edgemont - Moving Day
BEST SCREENWRITING
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Elizabeth Stewart
Edgemont - Aptitudes

NOMINEES

Ian Weir, Tara Gereaux
Edgemont - That Old Black Magic
BEST OVERALL SOUND
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Gael MacLean
Dogs in Concert

NOMINEES

Ken Biehl, Greg Stewart, Ian Emberton, Don Mann
Secret Central - Secrets of Senior Prom
BEST SOUND EDITING
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Gael MacLean
Dogs in Concert

NOMINEES

Ken Biehl, Ian Emberton
Romeo - Rap Off

Stephen Cheung, Ian Emberton, Don Mann
Secret Central - Secrets of Senior Prom
BEST PERFORMANCE
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Sarah Lind
Edgemont - Aptitudes

NOMINEES

Dominic Zamprogna
Edgemont - The Morning After the Night Before

Kristin Kreuk
Edgemont - Moving Day

P. J. Prinsloo
Edgemont - Aptitudes

Noel Callahan
Romeo - Louis... Miller
BEST SPORTS PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Wrestling with the North
Laura Grieco, Anthony Grieco - Producers

NOMINEES

Making the Cut
Derik Murray, John N. Hamilton, Scott Moore - Producers

When Hockey Came to Belfast
Selwyn Jacob, Rina Fraticelli - Producers

Wrestling with Destiny: The Life & Times of Daniel Igali
Gabriela Schonbach, Joel Gordon - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
SPORTS PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Linda Conway
When Hockey Came to Belfast

NOMINEES

Fred Frame
Making the Cut - Episode 12
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
SPORTS PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Todd Craddock, Glen Taylor
Wrestling with Destiny: The Life & Times of Daniel Igali

NOMINEES

Moira Simpson, Doug Sjoquist
When Hockey Came to Belfast
BEST PICTURE EDITING
SPORTS PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Luis Lam, Christopher Lasko
Wrestling with the North

NOMINEES

Rene Beland
Wrestling with Destiny: The Life & Times of Daniel Igali
BEST OVERALL SOUND
SPORTS PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Gael McLean, Ron Cote, Tony Gort, Greg Stewart
Wrestling with the North

NOMINEES

Gael MacLean, Gashtaseb Ariana, Andre Iwanchuk, Rusty Dunn
When Hockey Came to Belfast
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
SPORTS PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Gordon Durity
Wrestling with Destiny: The Life & Times of Daniel Igali

NOMINEES

Robyn Traill
When Hockey Came to Belfast
BEST MUSIC VIDEO

WINNER

We Fall, We Fall by Dead Celebrity Status
Sergio Sato, Gabriel Napora - Producers

NOMINEES

A Better Day by The Simon Fisk Trio
Kirsten Carthew - Producer

Powers That Be by Hieroglyphics
Lara Fitzgerald - Producer

November by Emerson Drive
Sergio Sato, Gabriel Napora - Producers

Take Me Home by Christine Evans
Ken Frith - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
MUSIC VIDEO

WINNER

Stephano Barberis
We Fall, We Fall by Dead Celebrity Status

NOMINEES

Jamie Alain
A Better Day by The Simon Fisk Trio

Mark Lawrence
Powers That Be by Hieroglyphics

Stephano Barberis
November by Emerson Drive

Jason Bourque
Take Me Home by Christine Evans
BEST STUDENT PRODUCTION

WINNER

The Great Retro-Chic Revival
Kelly Wong, Matthew Long, Patrick Earley - Producers

NOMINEES

Defective
Rani Naamani - Producer

Of Burning Hills
Jason White - Producer

The Night Shift
Ryan Mains, David Brigden - Producers

Tomorrow Doesn't Look Good Either
Lauren Grant, Jordan Christianson, Mike Tanassee - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
STUDENT PRODUCTION

WINNER

Matthew Long
The Great Retro-Chic Revival

NOMINEES

Cale M. Werake
Bushido

Rani Naamani
Defective

Jason White
Of Burning Hills

Ryan Mains
The Night Shift

Jordan Christianson
Tomorrow Doesn't Look Good Either